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Sheet 3
Sales Tax Word Problems

SSteve purchases a hoodie and a pair of gloves for    39. The sales tax is 6%.

What is the total cost of the two items?                

3)

S

Charlie has collected several games over the years. He wants to sell a few

games for    105 with a sales tax of 1%. What will be the sales tax?               

2)

SAn old car is listed on a website for    8,488. If the sales tax on the purchase of

the car is 7%, what is the total cost of the car?

5)

SMrs. Finley bought a bunch of glass panes worth    573. If she had to pay a

sales tax of 8%, how much did she pay in total?                

4)

S SA laptop sells for    599, and there is a sales tax of    0.04 on each dollar.

Calculate the sales tax.
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Name : Answer Key

Sheet 3Sales Tax Word Problems

SSteve purchases a hoodie and a pair of gloves for    39. The sales tax is 6%.

What is the total cost of the two items?                

3)

S

Charlie has collected several games over the years. He wants to sell a few

games for    105 with a sales tax of 1%. What will be the sales tax?               

2)

SAn old car is listed on a website for    8,488. If the sales tax on the purchase of

the car is 7%, what is the total cost of the car?

5)

SMrs. Finley bought a bunch of glass panes worth    573. If she had to pay a

sales tax of 8%, how much did she pay in total?                

4)

S SA laptop sells for    599, and there is a sales tax of    0.04 on each dollar.

Calculate the sales tax.

S9,082.16

S41.34

S618.84

S1.05

S23.96
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